
Do You Have a Key Initiative 
Heading in the Wrong Direction?

30 years of leadership

This is What I Do

About Me

Case Examples
Spearheaded technology innovation in the 
middle of Kuwait during Desert Storm.
Result - Technology speeds never 
before seen that led to new combat strategies.

Pioneered Nike through a global technology
problem during intense growth phase. 
Result - Sustainable information and
competitive advantage for $4b-$9b growth.

Turned around a lack-luster IT group for a high-tech
medical information company.
Result - Increased capacity to grow by 10x and led
to a 3-2 stock split.

Led multi-billion dollar global non-profit in 
strategic planning and execution process changes.
Result - Stakeholder alignment and controls
for accountability sped up delivery and accuracy.

Leader in companies like Nike, the Marines, CorVel, and 
other dynamic groups. Known for solving tough problems 
that produce big results. Specializing in leadership and 
organizational transformation. 

I understand people, teams, and organizations. I know how to read the flow of an organization and,
like a good coach, I know how to insert the right change at the right time to address a root problem. 

Gordon.Whitehead@Captus5.com

I’ve made a career out of solving the most valuable business problems. My clients’ problems are 
my problems and I partner to solve them.

Nike Marine Officer

Gordon E. Whitehead

Varsity Football Coach

Lead strategic transformations

Repair broken initiatives

Build future leadership talent from within

Sustained change happens when a leader understands that organizations are collections of real people,
with real goals, real desires, and real ideas. I lead change by accessing the talent, passion, and innovation 
of the people inside the organization.



Gordon E. Whitehead

History 
Captus5 LLC (2008 - Present) 
Owner  
Leading transformational change in strategy for information and technology organizations. Clients are 
typically paralyzed in a major change effort and I help dig them out. I drive organic change with 
sustainable outcomes.  

Client: Large Multi-National Non Profit. Led transformation for a 1,000 person IT organization’s strategic 
technology planning. Re-routed existing plan-execution processes to a strategic orientation. The result 
gave IT leaders the ability to connect and solve internal disconnects that previously led to failure of 
strategic initiatives. 

Client: Avraham Y. Goldratt Institute. Led the design, development, and implementation of supply chain 
buffer management software to serve department of defense (Navy and Marines) clients. Unique, 
patent-pending software uses a one-number prioritization algorithm to set priorities, increase 
throughput for the supply chain and manufacturing processes, and adjust schedules for planned and 
unplanned variability. Produced a 20% increase in throughput immediately resulting in millions of 
dollars of additional revenue. 

Startup: Team Productivity Tool Startup. Raised two-rounds of private funding. Designed, developed, 
and licensed CaptusR team review software – application for leaders to improve team performance in 
business and education. 

CorVel (2002 - 2008) 
Vice President, Information Technology Operations 
Led IT operations for healthcare services provider specializing in bill review and claims management. 
Operating budget of $20m; staff of 82. Executive responsibilities included directing IT as a strategic 
advantage, building capacity for business growth, improving customer experience, and implementing 
business processes change. Responsibilities included three data centers, systems integration for ERP 
(Enterprise Resource Planning) and supply chain applications, desktop operations, EDI operations, 
customer services, network and telephony, training, and security. Key accomplishments include a 
business transformation of IT for strategic advantage and contributing to profitability levels that led to a 
3-2 stock split, consolidation of 150 independent offices into a single operation: $2.5m improvement to 
bottom line, and relocating two complex data centers of 400+ servers without a single outage or issue. 

Whitehead & Associates (1999 - 2002) 
Launched two startups, involved in securing $28m in venture capital, drove first revenues by obtaining 
strategic clients (Nike, BC Hydro, Nordstrom, LSI Logic, State of Oregon). 

Sequent Computers (1997 - 1999) 
Director of IT for the Sales Division. Integrated IT leadership skills into the sales business shaving $8m in 
bottom-line costs and helping obtain a $50m new revenue channel. 

Nike (1995 - 1997) 
Director of IT. Led a 20-member cross functional senior management team through complex redesign of 
a $300m cost center. Member of executive team for global strategy during time of exploding growth ($4 
billion to $9 billion). Led strategic business alignment resulting in $23m of new IT capacity and helped 
manage $70m in corporate IT projects. Implemented world-wide communication technologies. 

USMC (1982 - 1995) 
Rose through the ranks from Private to Captain with numerous awards. Desert Storm veteran.


